BC Bee Breeders Member Profiles
In the next few issues we will be profiling BCBBA members;
in this issue we are looking at some breeders from the Islands.

Sol Nowitz,
Jinglepot Apiaries
Thirty five years ago my wife and I joined the great family of Canadian
beekeepers; my wife Dori is originally from Scotland and I'm from
South Africa, where I started beekeeping with two nucs. I could
tell you many stories about working with Apis mellifera scutellata,
sometimes judicious use of the smoker would enable you to even work
without a veil and gloves. However, you always had to be prepared to
don full body armour, so to speak.
Keeping bees professionally on Vancouver Island comes with many
challenges. Conditions for honey production are marginal, but
permit good spring buildup for nucs and packages. Quality queens
can be produced, but are generally only available sometime in May
onwards. The statistics indicate that Vancouver Island consistently has
the highest winter mortality rate in the province. This is not due to
mismanagement by beekeepers, but is a reflection of the challenges of
keeping bees on the island.

Modified deep brood chamber
holding 20 half size frames on top
of a strong standard deep which
provides bees, brood and stores
for mating nucs in photo number 2,
number of half size frames taken per
mating section varies but usually
two with mostly hatching brood if
possible, and two frames of pollen
and honey as well as adhering
bees. One of each works if weather
cooperates.

We do not import queens or
bees for packages and nucs,
and as a result our capability
is predicated on the number
of colonies surviving winter.
If we were to import queens
our sales would at least
double or possibly triple but
I believe in the local product.
The most colonies I ran was
275, up until the massive dieoff catastrophe of 2009; it's
a struggle to get the number
back to 200 when you are
selling packages and nucs
and trying to get a small
honey crop - you can only
divide so much. In fact we
have not had a decent crop of
honey for three years. I take
very few orders for queens
prior to May, and most
queens I produce are sold
locally. They go out one or
two at a time, which reduces
the pressure of trying to fill
larger orders at a very busy
time of the year.
What type of bee genetics/
stock have you used?
I prefer more of a Carniolan
type for coastal conditions,
but our stock has performed
well all over the province.
Over the last number of years

Standard 5 frame deep nuc divided into two.
Note two things: firstly my attire turtleneck,
rugby shirt, sweat top (and a thermal under
the turtleneck) - this is how it has been on
the coast this spring. Also in the background
my electric fence, fairly simple as you see,
wire reasonably slack and only 3 strands but
to date after 32 years have not had a bear
penetrate, of course if your battery or charge
unit fails in between checks it's another story.
we have had access to stock from other Canadian
breeders, and have incorporated what we thought
worthwhile.
What are your breeding selection criteria?
We focus on winter hardiness and rapid spring
build up, honey production and disease resistance.
We have tested queens from other Canadian
breeders, and with regards to varroa tolerance,
I would say there are no queens whose bees can
survive without a good mite control program.
What breeding techniques do you use?
I have tried most of them, but personally I prefer
the swarm box method to start, and powerful,
queenless, one brood chamber finishing colonies.
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In an effort to determine whether a
larvae not grafted produces a superior
queen, I tried some 'old school' methods,
and the Jenter system, but could see
no difference in the quality of queens
compared to grafted queens. What
is important are the external weather
conditions and strength of the starter
and finishing colonies.
I have done instrumental insemination but it takes a tremendous amount
of preparation time at a point of the
season that you have everything from
mite control to property maintenance to
think about.
What kind of mating setup do you
have (type of box used)?
Generally we use a five frame nuc box
divided in two, breadth wise, so it's a
half-size frame.
What is your usual sales market?
We sell our stock mostly on Vancouver
Island, anywhere from 75 to 125 nucs
and 3lb packages, depending on what
has come through the winter.
What does your standard nuc look
like?
Three frames mostly covered with
sealed brood, with a lot of the brood
ready to hatch, and one frame of honey
and pollen. All frames are reasonably
well covered with bees, but there can
be too much of a good thing as far as
bees go if temperatures rise, with all
the sealed brood starting to hatch - it
depends on how long the bees will be
confined.
Stock availability?
Best to book now for next year. Because
of shipping issues all packages and nucs
are picked up in Nanaimo at our home
yard.

For more
information about
the BC Bee Breeders
Association
go to
bcbeekeepers.com
and click on the
BCBBA link
on the homepage.
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Nancy Leonard and Ian Kennard,
Bowen Island Bee Breeders
There are about a
dozen beekeepers on
Bowen Island. We
have the largest operations, both producing
queens and nucs for
sale. Combined, we
have approximately 60
colonies. In past years
we have sustained significant winter losses
and the cost of imported
replacement
hives was high, so we
felt that we needed to
develop a more robust
bee with better winter
survivability.
At the 2014 BCHPA AGM, Dr. Leonard Foster of UBC
announced that they
were looking for breeders to participate in a three year queen rearing project to apply and test their
hygienic behaviour protein marker
research in the field. We jumped at
the chance to become involved with
this project. Winter survivability concerns and associated brood and other
disease threats to honey bees have
also prompted further scientific investigation through the current UBC
Bee’Omics Project.
An isolated breeding location
close to Vancouver was sought for
the project, and we became involved
with other beekeepers on Bowen Island, to limit drone mating to the
selected stock, effectively creating
a closed, isolated mating area. This
project is now entering its third year
in the UBC Program. Each generation of queens produced in this 3 year
project has been selected using protein marker selection, for inclusion
in the next generation of queens and
drones. The project queens display
strong hygienic behaviour as well as
gentleness, good honey production,
VSH and overwintering ability.
Bee genetics/stock used?
Our stock has strong hygienic behaviour as measured by UBC’s Marker
Selected Protein testing. We are also
careful to select for gentleness, good

overwintering ability, and honey production.
Tests to define traits?
Over the 3 year project, UBC has conducted marker selected protein testing
to determine the trait percentage in our
stock.
Do you sell overwintered queens,
queens from split nucs or purchased
queens?
We sell queens, overwintered nucs and in
the future, banked-overwintered queens.
Breeding techniques?
Our bees are line-bred from the best of
tested drone and queen stock contributed
from our bees as well as from project collaborators.
Mating setup?
We use standard nucs and mini-mating
nucs.
Usual sales market?
Local.
Number of nucs/queens sold in a year?
10 to 20 nucs, 100 to 200 queens.
What does your standard nuc look
like?
Our nucs are 5 frames: three brood
frames in all stages of development and
two with food stores.
Stock availability?
Overwintered-banked queens and earlyspring nucs by mid to late April, queens
by mid-June, all dependent on weather.

Mating setup?
We use four frame mating nucs that
have no stationary bottoms; this allows
easy loading. This style of mating nuc
also offers the option to stack them
after all the queens are caught. We will
sometimes use them on top of regular
hives to let the brood hatch, and to be
filled with honey, ready to be used for
queen rearing next year.
Starters/finishers?
Our setup is starters and finishers in
the same hive.
Sales market?
For years we had been selling right
across Canada, but now mostly local.
Never sold to the USA market.

Rodney and Jo Moody,
Rod-Jo Moody Apiaries

Rod started beekeeping in Crawford
Bay in 1951, then moved to Creston,
BC; he has been beekeeping for 65
years.
In 1963 we moved to Parksville
and had bees there, and then moved
to Victoria in 1966. While in Victoria
we set up bee yards all over the south
island. We have run the business
together since the early days and
are both still actively running yard
operations; over the years our five
sons have also helped out.
At one time we had 500 full size
hives and over 800 nucs, and we were
raising queens at that time. In 1996 we
moved to the Cowichan Valley, where
we still had our outyards, and we had
1800 nucs. We started to diversify at
that point, and began doing packages
and queens. We have since scaled back
to 300 hives, and the plans for the
future are to keep going. Other people
have plans and rightfully so, but can
have a big effect on your business such

Rod cutting queen cells.

as quarantines.
Bee genetics/stock used?
We have the northern stock Carniolans,
Caucasians and Italian crosses.
Breeding selection criteria?
Good wintering, good stock for our
climate conditions, good
hygiene, good brood pattern
(but you need to check if
there are missing eggs, you
may have some other bugs
eating the eggs). Also we
select for long fliers. We also
focus on early season drone
production and care.
Tests to define traits?
To test for long fliers sprinkle just a little icing
sugar on their backs when
the honey flow is on, then go
about 2 miles away and see
if they are flying that far. We
also use freeze kill of brood
to test for hygiene.
Do you sell overwintered
queens, queens from split
nucs or purchased queens?
We raise all our queens from
our breeder colonies. We cross
breed by bringing selected
frames of drone brood from
outyards. Because many
other bees are in the area we
believe by flooding our hives
with drones our stock will
hold true to about 80%. Even
with other stock flying we
may get some good traits.

Jo holding a frame of cells.

Cells in a warm box.
Number of nucs/queens sold in a
year?
We sell about 80 to 100 packages and
about 500 queens. We don’t sell nucs.
Stock availability?
We try to have some packages and
queens available in April, but most
years they are available in May. The
weatherman has more to say about
that then we do. The weather really
holds us up or frees us. The difference
between animals and insects is that
insects stay in tune with the weather.
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David Macdonald,
Wild Island Honey Bees

In 2008, when I was recovering from
surgery, my wife Susan read a book
about bees to me - I was hooked.
Friend and colleague Kevin Hamilton
was a seasoned beekeeper so I visited
his apiary. After his llama chased me
and spat on me, Kevin handed me a
box of bees, two pages of instructions,
and said, “now you’re a beekeeper.”
By 2010 we had apiaries in North
Vancouver (rooftop beekeeping),
Surrey, and Richmond. I left
firefighting in 2014 to pursue full time
beekeeping and work for the Ministry of
Agriculture as Island Apiary Inspector.
We moved our best six colonies to Salt
Spring Island that year - this was my
big lesson in local adaptation. Going
into winter of 2014 with 13 colonies
we came out with three, and two of
those were struggling. The foundation
of our apiary rebuilding was 90%
local stock, and introduction of other
lines (from elsewhere) with desirable
qualities (eg. pathogen resistance).
Today, depending on the season,
our apiary fluctuates between 40 and
80 colonies.
Bee genetics/stock used?
We were fortunate to start out with stock
from my old friend and mentor, Frank
Stuber, who is based in Abbotsford.
There’s still a strong component of
that DNA in our apiary. Frank’s bees
were always steady, good producers
and good survivors. The remainder
are local bees and a few queens added
each year to help maintain genetic
diversity (eg. hygienic stock from
Quebec, Saskatraz, Russian). The
stock we bring in from outside of
our area does not enter our breeding
program until succeeding generations
have demonstrated adaptation to our
island environment. We also pursue
feral genetics, with our backpack
mating nucs, in the wild places of BC.
Breeding selection criteria?
Early buildup and early shut down,
judicious use of winter stores, bees
that require as little mite intervention
as possible, pathogen resistance,
heavy propolis collection, ability to
repel wasps (i.e. gentleness is not
in our selection criteria) and honey
production.
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Tests to define traits?
We’ve run tests (eg.
hygienic
testing,
drone culling, effects
of
different
mite
treatments on queens)
but they wouldn’t meet
the rigorous standards
of scientific testing.
Do
you
sell
overwintered queens,
queens from split nucs
or purchased queens?
We sell overwintered
nucs, grafted queens
and swarm queens (i.e.
we crowd several proven colonies,
harvest the swarm cells and then mate
the resulting queens).
Breeding techniques?
In the spring, we identify the best
colonies from several different
lineages. Breeder queens are kept on
site and drone mothers (of different
lineage) are moved outside of the
apiary to maximize drone coverage.
We prevent drone production from
colonies of close lineage to the queen
breeder colonies. There are some feral
colonies in our neighbourhood so
we’re also picking up DNA from that
stock.
Mating setup?
We have a wide array of mating nucs.
Also, last summer we developed a
backpack mating nuc with four colony
compartments so we can capture feral
DNA in the mountains. It’s similar to a
Warre box.

Setup for starters/finishers?
We use a Cloake division board for our
grafts. On day 10 we place a minimum
of two queen cells in each mating
nuc. Why two cells? I’ve wondered
about the epigenetic effects of virgin
queens going through the process of
eliminating their competition. If this
step is missed could certain DNA,
that enhance colony vigour, remain
dormant?
Usual sales market?
We sell locally (Vancouver Island
and Gulf Islands). From time to
time someone from the mainland
comes over for a nuc or queens. My
experience of bringing bees from the
mainland to SSI was bad, not sure how
it will be for bees traveling the other
way.
Number of nucs/queens sold in a
year?
We sell 12 to 30 nucs per year, depending
on: winter survival, environmental
conditions such as nectar availability,
breeding conditions, quality of stock
and demand.
We produce queens throughout the
season based on demand. We do not
like to ship queens. From time to time
we deliver queens with a traveling
beekeeper. This delivery method
ensures the courier is committed to
gentle handling.
Standard nuc?
We sometimes do specialized orders
(eg. shallow frames, TBH) but our
standard nucs are 5 deep frames
bursting with bees & brood.
Stock availability?
We take orders any time throughout
the year: 2017 - Queens available
but Nucs sold out. 2018 - Payment in
advance will guarantee orders.

30th Anniversary of the BCBBA
Our “clip from the past” in this issue is a couple of items that appeared in an issue of BeesCene from December of
1987 (vol. 3, #4). Along with an announcement that Canada would close its border to bees from the US, this issue
had a note about the first meeting of the BCBBA, as well as a summary of stock production in BC.
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Brenda Jager,
Brenda’s Bees

I was introduced to commercial
beekeeping through my work with
Sol Nowitz, and Liz and Terry
Huxter. Working with these excellent
people I learnt all about the art of
breeding, choosing breeders, testing
scientifically and counting. After
all this experience I did my own
breeding and education project by
raising $15,500 from the BC Honey
Producers, the BC Bee Breeders and a
federal government grant; it was called
the Duncan Assessment Yard (DAY)
Project. The goal of the DAY project
was to test Canadian stock, choose the
best and share the genetics broadly
in the region. I also coordinated the
delivery of 3 advanced breeding
workshops and 6 breeding workshops
in the field.
At about the same time, I took
samples and counted mites for a few
UBC bee projects managed by Leonard
Foster and his team. I was also the Bee
Inspector for Vancouver Island and
Gulf Islands for most of this time. I
still work for the province, however
not in an agricultural position.
Over the years I have collected and
tested some of the choicest bees. At
this time, I have decided to stop testing
new stock and will develop the genetics
I have collected. I have fun playing
in the bees and live on an island that
enables a bit of isolation from import
stocks. I use management, formic acid
and oxalic drips in November to fight
back varroa when necessary. I collect
drop numbers throughout the year to
know which sister queens are fighting
the mites better than other families in
my apiaries.
I put between 80 to 125 colonies
into winter each year, and have done
so for the last 15 of my 22 years of
beekeeping on Gabriola Island.
Bee genetics/stock used?
I have hybrid bees of Russian,
Carniolan, Caucasian, and Italian
stock. Mostly I have darker bees.
Breeding selection criteria?
My selection criteria are in this order:
they’ve survived winter, there are no
diseases present, good spring growth
with lots of honey for a rainy day,
and the colony should never develop
a high load of varroa mites. Bad
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stinging behaviour takes a colony off
the breeder list. I also consider honey
production from the previous year.
Tests to define traits?
In the past, I have used hygienic testing,
and currently all of my colonies have
screened drop boards for mite load
assessments.
Do you sell overwintered queens,
queens from split nucs or purchased
queens?
I sell overwintered queens in nucs
and packages, and individual queens
in May. Then I sell the present year’s
queens, mated on Gabriola, until I run
out of stock - usually in mid-August.
Breeding techniques used?
I choose queen mothers and drone
mothers from my colonies based on
traits, not on breed. I have isolated
mating on Gabriola and I flood the
skies with my drones.
Mating setup?
I have a mix of mini to standard sized
nucs for mating. Mini nucs and quads
do really well, and I have found they
are better for my conditions if they
are based on half of a standard sized
frame.
Setup for starters/finishers?
Early season, I steal frames of hatching
brood and make up huge queenless
units to produce cells. Then I do a

few rounds of package starters with
queenright finishers, and then after
mid-June I use queenright builders.
Usual sales market?
I sell queens by mail, usually within
BC, and the odd sale to Alberta. Nucs
and packages are mostly sold locally
on Vancouver Island.
Number of nucs/queens sold in a
year?
As many as possible overwintered
queens – every year is different
depending on weather and pre-orders.
As I only use my own queens for my
nucs and packages, I sell up to 100
units each spring. I then sell as many
new year queens as I can produce from
mini nucs and 4 frame standards.
Standard nuc?
Two frames of brood, two support
frames with stores – no empty comb.
Stock availability?
Starting in May. Nucs and packages in
May, new year queens from June.

Brenda's bees: example of a mother colony.

Frames taken for a nuc.

The finished product.
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